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INTRODUCTION

MADE [at] UCSB is the Media Arts and Technology Program's (MAT) End of Year Show at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Showcasing graduate student work that connects media art, design and engineering, MADE [at] UCSB represents the mission of MAT: to enable the creation of hybrid work that informs both scientific and aesthetic discourses.

The exhibition features over 50 installations, performances, concerts, and technical presentations by artists, scientists, and engineers from the MAT community and beyond. A diverse selection of work spans themes such as virtual reality, robotics, quantum physics, machine learning, electronic music and many other transdisciplinary subjects.

This year, two special tracks present work at the cutting edge of art and engineering: the Artificial Intelligence special track, curated by Fabian Offert, investigates the recent intersection of machine learning and the arts. The Fabrication special track, curated by Mark Hirsch, features new modes of fabrication with novel materials and machines. The exhibition also offers the opportunity to tour the AlloSphere: a three story, large-scale, audio and visual immersive instrument and laboratory.

As a pre-opening event on Thursday, MADE [at] UCSB is proud to present a guest lecture by Meredith Hoy (ASU), and a special panel discussion on The Future of 1994: 25 Years of Second Wave Media Art, featuring MAT Faculty and invited guests. Opening remarks will be given by department chair, Professor Marko Peljhan, who is currently representing Slovenia at the 58th Venice Bienalle.
Fabrication - as a concept, practice, and technology - is an inextricable part of the media arts story. The desire for poiesis, for engineered tools to bring novel objects into existence, is a thread that can be traced from moments like the Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) of the mid 20th century to current practices in computational sculpture, 3D printing, soft robotics, and architecture. Today, the ubiquity of digital fabrication endows programs like Media Arts & Technology with as many 3D printers as 2D printers, if not more. While these tools have been a great boon for the democratization of fabrication for artists, they also encourage a type of uniformity that inevitably arises from a process monopolized by one system or method - in this case the FDM (fused deposition modeling) printer and its associated workflow: CAD modeling followed by layer slicing.

What then, in the context of media art, are the trends breaking this uniformity? In the context of MADE [at] UCSB, three trends in particular are represented in this body of work: unconventional materials, methods, and interactions.

**Materials**

Fused plastics have proven their worth in layer-based deposition for countless iterations of 3D printer design. Through these iterations, the material properties of these fused plastics have been well characterized and utilized. Yet, all materials, to varying extents, dictate the forms that can be created with them - material constraints inform design constraints.

What affordances might unconventional fabrication materials promote in the design process? MADE [at] UCSB highlights two instances in which new forms are made possible by unconventional material choice. In Biometric Visceral Interface, Mengyu Chen and Jing Yan explore soft materials with low moduli to be utilized on the human body and create wearable devices that interact with the skin for the purpose of biometric data visceralization and affective interpersonal communication. They design a soft pneumatic choker structure, made from silicone based high performance rubbers, that is worn on the neck. The choker inflates and deflates based on air flow changes. In a second example, Mark Hirsch and his collaborators explore rapid, deposition-based 3D printing through the use of sodium acetate crystals in Sodium Acetate Printing. Non-toxic and inexpensive, these crystals can combine with water to create a supersaturated solution that crystallizes immediately upon contact with other sodium acetate in its crystalized form. The combination of crystalized bonds and lightweight component materials allows for the creation of structures, such as unsupported overhangs, that would be difficult or impossible to achieve with conventional deposition-based printing systems.

**Methods**

Sometimes new approaches to fabrication are brought about by reimagining methods of the past. In their respective practices, Juan Manuel Escalante and Mengxia Zhu re-contextualize established fabrication methods. Escalante’s Diagrammatics (Making-Off) highlights the way traditional fabrication methods (in this case carpentry in the wood shop) can situate a modern practice. The diagrams and behind-the-scenes video documenting the fabrication process of the exhibition suggests a relationship between manual practice and abstract ideas that is evolving, where one challenges the other and fosters a space for the immaterial to become material and vice-versa.

**Interactions**

Digital fabrication is dominated by a conventional workflow in which a user designs an object in software, generates machine code to control the fabrication process, and waits for the results of fabrication to complete. MADE [at] UCSB exhibits work that expands the user-interface paradigm in digital fabrication by augmenting or replacing steps in the conventional workflow with processes that are more interactive, collaborative, and conducive to creative practice. Tim Wood’s Kinect/Arts situates the design interface of digital fabrication in an embodied and interactive experience. Central to this work is the question: “How does the body’s movement leave traces of life, energy, sustenance in space?” To explore this, Wood creates an interactive system that connects the body’s movement via motion tracking depth camera to a virtual world of growing root-like plants.

Mark Hirsch takes a different approach to fostering interactive experiences in digital fabrication. The interface for Sodium Acetate Printing creates an environment that is intuitive, responsive, and provides a balance between direct manipulation and abstraction. To do so, the system employs a familiar sketch-based user-interface capable of abstracting 2D input gestures to 3D features. The rapid crystallization of the sodium acetate allows users to design and fabricate simultaneously in a 2D drawing scenario where input gestures on the tablet are mapped directly to the build area as well as abstracted to 3D dimensional parameters such as feature height based. The immediate response from the machine to draw input creates a sketch-based approach to the construction of 3D forms.

For creative practitioners, such as designers and artists, the familiarly of drawing makes for an expressive mode to explore interactive 3D fabrication in a way that is, as Golan Levin puts it, instantly knowable and indefinitely masterable.

**Microsonic Landscapes**

created by Juan Manuel Escalante, finally reimagines the fabrication workflow by replacing the generation of form through a prescribed geometry with a mapping of audio data to physical space. This conversion of sound to space can be traced in the resulting sculptures’ radial form. The first track of each album can be located at the sculpture’s center. From that point, the pieces start to grow until the final track is placed on the outer ring.
The imaginative feedback of the senses painting new pictures of new sensations. What we imagine becomes real to our experience, opening new ways of being, moving, seeing, and knowing. In the process of moving and searching with the body, we discover sensations, feelings, thoughts, information, and memories. What can be learned while listening and imagining with the virtual kinetropyks forms? Do they support a new way of creating, seeing, feeling, and knowing through exploring movement with them? A record of this process, a trace of the ephemeral dance in growing, offers a crystallization of the experience, a world to be remembered, a world worth remembering.

Kinetropyks is an interactive system that connects the body’s movement via motion tracking depth cameras to a virtual world of growing root-like plant creatures. The history of movement in the space accumulates and attracts the growth of kinetropyks branches which are then captured and exported as a frozen choreography of 3D form ready to be fabricated.

**<WORKS>**

**<JUAN MANUEL ESCALANTE>**

Diagrammatics (Making-of) Installation 2nd floor A collection of never-seen-before sketches and scale models produced for the Diagrammatics exhibition at the Glass Box Gallery in 2018 (Art Department, UCSB). A 10-minute video shows the fabrication process for the exhibition’s museography. It was recorded at different locations throughout the UCSB campus, including the Art Department’s workshop, the California NanoSystems Institute and San Clemente Villages Graduate Housing. The video features an electronic soundtrack composed with modular synthesizers. Special thanks to: Michael Matheson and The Systemics Public Program.

**<MARK HIRSCH > YON VISELL > JENNIFER JACOBS>**

Sodium Acetate Printing Installation 2nd floor Digital fabrication is dominated by a conventional workflow in which a user designs an object in software, generates machine code to control the fabrication process, and waits for the results of fabrication to complete. Recent work in the digital fabrication domain seeks to augment or replace steps in this workflow with processes that are more interactive, collaborative, and conducive to creative practice. This shift in the fabrication workflow gives rise to the challenge of creating an interactive environment that is intuitive, responsive, and provides a balance between direct manipulation and abstraction.

Sodium Acetate Printing addresses this challenge by creating a fabrication ecosystem in which rapidly-curing materials enable a familiar sketch-based user-interface that is intuitive, immediate, and capable of abstracting 2D input gestures to 3D features. In this system, a solution of sodium acetate and water is deposited from the end-effector of a robotic arm where, upon impact, it crystallizes immediately - often in unsupported forms. This rapid crystallization allows users to design and fabricate simultaneously in a 2D drawing scenario where input gestures on the tablet are mapped directly to the build area as well as abstracted to 3D dimensional parameters - such as feature height based on pen pressure. The immediate response from the machine to drawn input creates a sketch-based approach to the construction of 3D forms.

**<TIMOTHY WOOD>**

kinetropyks Sculpture 2nd floor kinektropyks explores a connection between the living forces within the body and the creation of lifeline forces within the virtual. How does the body’s movement leave traces of life, energy, sustenance in space? What does the presence of a virtual creature growing with our bodies offer to our imagination and senses, in the feedback processes of conscious movement? How can these creature’s life processes be designed in a way to support our own creative impulses in moving and healing? How can these dances, these duets, these choreographies be captured as artifacts, talismans, or objects of remembrance and ritual?

The imagination is a feedback soup of the senses painting new pictures of new sensations. What we imagine becomes real to our experience, opening new ways of being, moving, seeing, and knowing. In the process of moving and searching with the body, we discover sensations, feelings, thoughts, information, and memories. What can be learned while listening and imagining with the virtual kinitropyks forms? Do they support a new way of creating, seeing, feeling, and knowing through exploring movement with them? A record of this process, a trace of the ephemeral dance in growing, offers a crystallization of the experience, a world to be remembered, a world worth remembering.

Kinetropyks is an interactive system that connects the body’s movement via motion tracking depth cameras to a virtual world of growing root-like plant creatures. The history of movement in the space accumulates and attracts the growth of kinitropyks branches which are then captured and exported as a frozen choreography of 3D form ready to be fabricated.

**<JUAN MANUEL ESCALANTE>**

Microsonic Landscapes Sculpture 2nd floor Microsonic Landscapes is an algorithmic, spatial exploration of four music albums. An algorithm written in Processing parses audio data into a radial 3D space. This three-dimensional information is then modeled and 3D printed using a Makerbot Replicator. The sculptures follow a radial order. The first track of each album can be located at the sculpture’s center. From that point, the piece starts to grow until the final track is placed on the outer ring. The Microsonic Landscapes pieces have toured Seoul, Barcelona, London, Paris, Lima, Los Angeles, Mexico City. They are shown for the first time in Santa Barbara.

The project is supported by the National Endowment for the Arts (FONCA, MX).

**<JUAN MANUEL ESCALANTE>**

Biometric Visceral Interface Installation 2nd floor The concept of a Biometric Visceral Interface originates in the search for an alternative to the visual presentation of biometric data. Departing from the habit brought about by the spectacular society of seeing and understanding, biometric visceral interfaces challenge common practices of communication based upon visual memory and quantified abstraction of biological phenomena. The aim of such interfaces is to extend human perception of body information beyond visual paradigm and semiotic objects. A set of biometric designs of soft robotic prosthetics is introduced here to define a new human-machine interface. We describe how a multi-sensory immersive system can reconstruct a user’s body schema in virtual space and visualize biometric data into the user’s body as a new way to perceive the presence of others.

**<GUSTAVO A. RINCON JR.>**

Etherial - Blue Atom Sculpture Sculpture 2nd floor This fabricated sculpture is a prototype for a larger series of works on the hydrogen-like atom, created in collaboration with Juan Kuchera-Morin, Andres Cabrera, and Kim Hyong Kim that explores the observation and analysis of quantum forms. Virtual form, fabricated matter and embodied information are realized through the compositional language of Etherial. Through the work, the visitor is invited to touch the un触able, to understand and know what is real but cannot be seen and to experience it; to truly experience immateriality as substance, form, and shape that is dynamic, transformative and truly alive, constantly changing but continually unchanged, the vibration of waveforms intermingling as one form, one shape one spirit, into a myriad of forms.
We could of course treat these issues as the growing pains of an emerging media art form that eventually will develop proper modes of authorship and monetization, much like video art had to find ways to reverse its own subversion of the art market by means of producing limited editions of technically un-limited works. We could also attribute them to what has been called ‘GANom (François Chollet), the over-utilization of one specific technical approach (generative adversarial networks) by many AI art protagonists. I would like to suggest, however, that these issues point to a deeper structural problem that not only affects AI art but many media art forms: the problem of display. How can we exhibit AI art - and other media art forms - without imitating the modes of display of more established art forms, for instance by literally displaying a GAN-generated image in a golden frame.

One reason for the problem of display is a lack of critical vocabulary suited to describe the relation between complicated technical artifacts, for instance the relation between a computer and an image, or, more generally, the relation between a thing and another thing. Hence, recent philosophical frameworks addressing the object-object relation could be said to indirectly address the problem of display as well. Specifically, object-oriented ontologies, if we take them seriously and literally (and with a grain of salt), can serve as a speculative principle for exhibition design, notably for the design of AI art exhibitions.

In particular, I think it is worthwhile to consider the notion of “alien phenomenology” that I take from Ian Bogost’s practice-oriented flavor of object-oriented ontology. Bogost derives the concept of alien phenomenology from Thomas Nagel’s idea of an “objective phenomenology”, developed in his famous essay What It’s Like To Be A Bat. The goal of an objective phenomenology, Nagel writes, would be to “describe, at least in part, the subjective character of experience in a form comprehensible to beings incapable of having these experiences.” The only way to accomplish that, Bogost adds, is by means of analogy: “The bat (regarding its ability to perceive the world by sonar) is like a submarine.” This is, of course, the easy way out. The analogy conveniently releases us from the burden to think the unthinkable by letting the trope do the heavy lifting. We are reminded of the fact that, as Andrew Cole says, we might just well as “consult [our] local analytic philosopher, who will tell [us] that metaphorical mistakes are mistakes in natural languages.”

I would like to argue, however, that the analogical approach simply does not go far enough. That it does have merit if we approach the concept of analogy from a more technical perspective, a perspective more appropriate for our object of interest, the computer. The goal would be an alien phenomenology which is alien in the Brechtian sense, a defamilialized, technical perspective which nevertheless has something to say about both itself and the real world. In fact, the latent space sampled by a generative adversarial network could be described as an analogical space where the produced latent images are also analogical “images” which, as a speculative principle of the machine’s perspective on the world. Unlike in the analogy “the bat is like a submarine,” instead of shifting all the complexity to the trope, a multitude of images empirically approximates the machine’s perspective on the world.

For AI art this suggests that we have to embrace the latent space: a work of AI art, through the lens of alien phenomenology, can only consist of the entirety of a latent space, of all the images we can produce from such a space: hundreds and thousands of images, interesting images, boring images, mode-collapse images, adversarial images - all of them. In other words: exhibiting AI art, or more precisely, solving the problem of display for AI art would mean finding a practical way of exhibiting entire latent

spaces to make tangible the machine’s perspective on the world and thus raise the question of machine creativity. A side affect of this approach will be exactly the impossibility to appeal the Christia’s scandal: if we can push the curatorial consensus that single samples from a latent space are not equivalent to a work of AI art, passing those samples as proper aesthetic artifacts will be, if not impossible, then at least much harder.

This is why the Artificial Intelligence special track within the MADE [at] UCSB exhibition showcases recent, contemporary work that goes beyond samples from latent space. Its interactive installations, virtual environments, and novel methods point to an emerging AI art practice that is much broader than portrayed by the media, and much more technically complex than recent AI art exhibitions (for instance the 2019 show at the Barbican in London) suggest.

Mark Hirsch, in 3.34, for instance, treats material as images and vice versa. His computer driven robot operates on matter according to machine learning principles, and produces immediate effects in the real world. Fabian Offert, in Modern Art Latent Space, presents a recent GAN architecture tailored on the collection of the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York, which not only generates appealing new proposals for the MoMA collection but also shows the potential of GANs as a method of dataset exploration by capturing the essential formal features of a collection. Gregory Reardon’s Shell takes this potential even further by operating on a completely synthetic dataset of abstract mathematical forms, exploring the discovery of mathematical relations through latent space images. Mengyu Chen, Mert Toka, and Anshul Pendse utilize both reinforcement learning and GANs in their combined immersive environments GANesis and Ecocentric Nature to bring the visitor even closer to the machine’s perspective on the world by taking its place for a while. WeiZhang and Rodger Luo, on the other hand, explore the necessarily limited nature of this machinic perspective in Lavin, by constantly re-interpreting the visitor’s surroundings in terms of a neural network’s knowledge of the world: the world in 100 daily objects. Jungh Son presents a potential artistic use of transfer style, a machine learning algorithm used to date almost exclusively to “van gogh” family photos, i.e. transfer well-known styles to less-than-artistic images. Finally Ehsan Sayyad, in Deep Dive, explores the reconstruction of depth from single images using artificial neural networks trained on synthetic data, potentially enabling the virtual reconstruction of memories from photos. The limited machinic perspective on the world is put to use for the exploration of a similarly unknown territory: one’s own past.

On October 25th, 2018, a GAN-generated image created by the French collective Obvious, sold at Christie’s for a price of $ 432,500. A previous version had been sold to a private collector for a price of $ 10,000 some weeks prior. This created a massive outrage within the AI art community, mainly because the image in question was generated using source code created and published by others. While at the present moment the legal implications of this are unclear, an extensive debate about the integrity of this are unclear, an extensive debate about the integrity of this is ongoing. All this suggests that the notion of AI art is currently being re-negotiated between different stakeholders, established media artists (e.g. Pierre Huyghe), emerging media artists (e.g. Helena Sarin), computer scientists with artistic ambitions (e.g. Alexander Mordvintsev), established protagonists of the ‘art world’ like Christia’s, and finally investors, collectors, and people simply exploiting a blockchain-like money-making opportunity (Obvious). This negotiation takes place outside of any aesthetic considerations. The main discursive contribution of AI art, the question of machine creativity, is overwritten by the important but mundane question of attribution.
In this work, a generative adversarial network (GAN) was trained on images generated from mathematical equations which define surfaces that exist in high-dimensional abstract mathematical spaces from which we can begin to gain an intuitive understanding of through visualization, but is also concerned with the form produced by these manifolds and how said form reflects our concepts of beauty and harmony. Audio is generated by varying the structural relations between continuous parts of the image. The work is self-sufficient; the latent space naturally unfolds without user input. Oculus Touch controllers are provided which allow for some limited control over the speed of movement through and location in the latent space with which users can interact.

*Accidental are the features which are due to a particular way of producing the propositional sign. Essential are those which alone enable the proposition to express its sense [...] A particular method of symbolizing may be unimportant, but it is always important that this is a possible method of symbolizing. And this happens as a rule in philosophy. The single thing proves over and over again to be unimportant, but the possibility of every single thing reveals something about the nature of the world.* — Ludwig Wittgenstein

**Modern Art Latent Space**

In this work, a generative adversarial network (GAN) was trained on images generated from mathematical equations which define surfaces that exist in high-dimensional abstract mathematical spaces from which we can begin to gain an intuitive understanding of through visualization, but is also concerned with the form produced by these manifolds and how said form reflects our concepts of beauty and harmony. Audio is generated by varying the structural relations between continuous parts of the image. The work is self-sufficient; the latent space naturally unfolds without user input. Oculus Touch controllers are provided which allow for some limited control over the speed of movement through and location in the latent space with which users can interact.

**Eccentric Nature**

Eccentric Nature is a multisensory immersive art installation that challenges our anthropocentric perception of reality by considering the viewpoints of networked entities such as micro-organisms, forests, marine life, cities, and artificial neural networks. Mediating and interpolating between the visions of different entities, Eccentric Nature searches for an alternative to the singular human perspective rooted in the Anthropocene.

This project starts with the exploration of two key terms: eccentricity and nature. Eccentricity describes a state of movement off from the central axis, and implies the lifted, imperfect, and sometimes turbulent geo-political climate that is constantly drawing unpredictable boundaries in our life. Its broken form, “eccentric-city,” denotes the collective state of being eccentric in the public domain, a culture that is deviating from the centripetal governing force.

Nature, on the other hand, provides a systemic and ecological perspective, questioning and examining the intra-activity among different biological species, artificial objects, emergent machines and humans. For the sake of better symbiosis, instead of leveraging and exploiting nature with power, we link ourselves with the entities beyond our perception, converse and empathize with them in a new sensational network.

Eccentric Nature, therefore, is about the creation of a state of being networked with other non-human entities. We create multi-level and multisensory immersive VR worlds to turn our audience into part of the emergent network. We use genetic algorithms and reinforcement learning to simulate behaviours of various artificial and biological species, such as microorganisms, forests, and AIs. The virtual worlds we are building blend and interoperate between each other, moving and shifting from one modality to another, and creating multisensory experiences.

This VR project is a conceptual response to the concept of “ground truth” in the AI age. From a neural network (NN) trained to recognize thousands of objects, to a NN that can only generate binary outputs, each NN, like a human being, has its own understanding of the real world. Lavin constantly analyzes the real world via a camera and outputs semantic interpretations.

*Accidental are the features which are due to a particular way of producing the propositional sign. Essential are those which alone enable the proposition to express its sense [...] A particular method of symbolizing may be unimportant, but it is always important that this is a possible method of symbolizing. And this happens as a rule in philosophy. The single thing proves over and over again to be unimportant, but the possibility of every single thing reveals something about the nature of the world.* — Ludwig Wittgenstein

**Modern Art Latent Space**

In this work, a generative adversarial network (GAN) was trained on images generated from mathematical equations which define surfaces that exist in high-dimensional abstract mathematical spaces from which we can begin to gain an intuitive understanding of through visualization, but is also concerned with the form produced by these manifolds and how said form reflects our concepts of beauty and harmony. Audio is generated by varying the structural relations between continuous parts of the image. The work is self-sufficient; the latent space naturally unfolds without user input. Oculus Touch controllers are provided which allow for some limited control over the speed of movement through and location in the latent space with which users can interact.

**Eccentric Nature**

Eccentric Nature is a multisensory immersive art installation that challenges our anthropocentric perception of reality by considering the viewpoints of networked entities such as micro-organisms, forests, marine life, cities, and artificial neural networks. Mediating and interpolating between the visions of different entities, Eccentric Nature searches for an alternative to the singular human perspective rooted in the Anthropocene.

This project starts with the exploration of two key terms: eccentricity and nature. Eccentricity describes a state of movement off from the central axis, and implies the lifted, imperfect, and sometimes turbulent geo-political climate that is constantly drawing unpredictable boundaries in our life. Its broken form, “eccentric-city,” denotes the collective state of being eccentric in the public domain, a culture that is deviating from the centripetal governing force.

Nature, on the other hand, provides a systemic and ecological perspective, questioning and examining the intra-activity among different biological species, artificial objects, emergent machines and humans. For the sake of better symbiosis, instead of leveraging and exploiting nature with power, we link ourselves with the entities beyond our perception, converse and empathize with them in a new sensational network.

Eccentric Nature, therefore, is about the creation of a state of being networked with other non-human entities. We create multi-level and multisensory immersive VR worlds to turn our audience into part of the emergent network. We use genetic algorithms and reinforcement learning to simulate behaviours of various artificial and biological species, such as microorganisms, forests, and AIs. The virtual worlds we are building blend and interoperate between each other, moving and shifting from one modality to another, and creating multisensory experiences.

This VR project is a conceptual response to the concept of “ground truth” in the AI age. From a neural network (NN) trained to recognize thousands of objects, to a NN that can only generate binary outputs, each NN, like a human being, has its own understanding of the real world. Lavin constantly analyzes the real world via a camera and outputs semantic interpretations.
<GENERAL EXHIBITION>

<AARON ANDERSON>
Light Breeze
Installation
Outside Elings Hall
Small lights are distributed throughout the bamboo grove just outside of Elings Hall. Each light is wind-activated and operates independently; the stronger the force of wind on each bamboo plant, the brighter the attached light will shine. Through this limited agency, spatial gestures emerge as wind passes through the bamboo. This process makes visible the unseen force that causes the bamboo to dance at night.

<XINDI KANG>
Ring Modulation Visualizer (RMV)
Installation
1st floor
Sound can be visualized in a number of ways. It can be expressed in the time-domain, as a function of its amplitude over time, or in the frequency-domain, via a Fourier transform, as a function of its frequency and phase content. These forms of representation are typically used as analytical tools in the context of scientific inquiry. Ring Modulation Visualizer (RMV) is an audio-visual installation that allows the audience to interact with (ring-modulate) a waveform with their own voice through a microphone, and experience both the acoustic and visual results. The audience is encouraged by the visual feedback from the waveform and the audio feedback from the ring-modulation filter to produce more interesting results with their voice. With more experimenting, the audience can deduce certain patterns hidden in the algorithm of the visual pattern and gain control over them.

<OSCILLOSCOPE WORKS FROM THE 2019 VECTORHACK WORKSHOP>

<SIHWA PARK>
Brand Logo Sonification

<YOU-JIN KIM AND ANZU KAWAZOE>
Physical Dimension Communicator (PDC)

<RODNEY DUPLESSIS>
Mysterium Cosmographicum

<AARON ANDERSON>
Embedded Surfaces
Installation
1st floor
Embedded Surfaces highlights and exaggerates the relationship of sound, time, and space. The immersant’s search for appealing sonic gestures through movement within the space forms a dance, choreographed by human curiosity and the underlying system. In addition to an emphasis on the relationship of sound, time, and space, Embedded Surfaces offers an approach to translating high-dimensional math into a potentially more comprehensible form. Participants wear a SUBPAC (a subwoofer backpack) and a 5 inch speaker on each hand. Spatial trackers are attached to each of these speakers. As participants move throughout a predefined space, a portion of a four-dimensional sound field is revealed. Each point in real 3D space has a unique timbre and movement through this space creates repeatable sonic gestures.

The four-dimensional soundfield is generated mathematically. Every audio sample is calculated in real-time using the real 3D position and a low-frequency signal generator (controlling position in a fourth dimension) as input. This signal is broadcasted through an FM transmitter and picked up wirelessly on the participant using an FM receiver. Due to the lightweight and relatively small preamplifier and speakers on the participant’s hands, they are not capable of producing low frequency content. Low frequency content is therefore sent to the SUBPAC, allowing these missing low frequencies to be felt in lieu of being heard.

<LASER WORKS FROM THE 2019 VECTORHACK WORKSHOP>

<YIN YU>
Laser Architecture

<MERT TOKA>
Sonic Vectors

<YIN YU>
airMorphologies
Installation
2nd floor
Humans, as social beings, use language to communicate. The human voice, as a biometric authentication mechanism, is constantly used throughout daily life applications, such as speech recognition, speaker verification, and so on. Currently, language-based communications mainly fall into two categories: voice over air, and voice over internet protocol. Can we add a new dimension for voice communication such as a wearable material? If so, how could we shape matter in order to physicalize vocal information?

airMorphologies is an interactive installation that uses soft materials (such as silicon, fabric, and air) to realize these physicalizations. The human voice controls the actuation of a soft wearable structure, changing the appearance of the human body.
<ALEXIS STORY CRAWSHAW>
the bad news is that you previously missed the importance of this event
Installation/Performance
2nd floor
the bad news is that you previously missed the importance of this event is a series of imagined exhibition titles, generated in collaboration with a predictive keyboard through botnik.org. The predictive keyboard was fed a diet of the New Media Reader, aeronautical terminology, mathematical terminology, meteorological terminology, and a list of common animals. This semantic buffet was so curated to not only parody media art speak but to anticipate how a hypothetical, MIT-erosed David Bowie might source materials for the task of AI cut-up typography. The composition of the words was constrained by the suggestions of the keyboard, but also benefited from a degree of human selection—an effort to adhere to some English grammatical norms, to pepper the titles with some of the more singular terms within the dataset, and to maximize the comic effect. Through the multi-format presentation of the project, this work invites meditation on how and where meaning and narrative arise between the creative process and artistic exhibition/interpretation.

<MOON MOONS>
#23
#2ND FLOOR: 2635*
TIM WOOD*
MER T TOKA*
ANSHUL PENDSE*
DIAMBO FLATLEY*
ALEXIS CRAWSHAW*
NATHAN WEITZNER*
WEIDI ZHANG*
CINDY KANG*
MENGJIA ZHU*
GUSTAVO A. RINCON JR.
AARON ANDERSON*
MARCOS NOVAK*
This collaborative project is an immersive ritual and interactive performance that pilots participants on a composed spatiotemporal journey through a system of imagined multisensorial other-worlds. The artists employ a range of cutting-edge platforms and displays including VR, AR, vibrotactile wearables, spatial audio, and a robotic chair, in order to extend participants’ sensoria to include somatosensations (through touch and kinaesthesia) as they explore the alien ambiances of each environment.
Compositively and thematically, this collection of worlds is a series of imagined exhibition titles, generated in collaboration with a predictive keyboard through botnik.org. The predictive keyboard was fed a diet of the New Media Reader, aeronautical terminology, mathematical terminology, meteorological terminology, and a list of common animals. This semantic buffet was so curated to not only parody media art speak but to anticipate how a hypothetical, MIT-erosed David Bowie might source materials for the task of AI cut-up typography. The composition of the words was constrained by the suggestions of the keyboard, but also benefited from a degree of human selection—an effort to adhere to some English grammatical norms, to pepper the titles with some of the more singular terms within the dataset, and to maximize the comic effect. Through the multi-format presentation of the project, this work invites meditation on how and where meaning and narrative arise between the creative process and artistic exhibition/interpretation.

<DATA VISUALIZATION EXPLORATIONS>
Installation
2nd floor: 2611
YOKO EBATA
Feng Shui Prevalence in the Seattle Public Library
SUSAN BURNER
Multi-Layered Network of Map Collections at Seattle Public Library
YICHEN LI
Winter Blues
WILSON MUI
3D Checklist Duration Visualisation
CHANTAL NGUYEN
Food and Drink Words
SANDY SCHOETTNER
Checkout Changes by Weekday and Day of the Year
MEILIN SHI
Language Learning Interest at the Seattle Public Library
JAEMH TANG
Most Popular Items by Checkouts 2004-2018 in the Seattle Public Library
SARAH WELLS
Exploration of the Sciences: Dewey Class 500
3D interactive data visualizations realized with Seattle Public Library data of the analysis of the circulation of books, movies and cds, a research project under the direction of George Legrady. Interactive menu presentation created by Tongji University visiting researcher Ye Lu.

<JUNKIANG YAO>
Visualizing Time-oriented Data in a Virtual Reality Environment

<CANZU KAWAOZE, YON VISELL>
#25
Touch Echo - Tactile Painting
Installation
2nd floor
We present a wearable system for augmenting tactile interactions with objects. Similar to the auditory phenomenon of echoes that are produced during speech inside a reverberant space, like a large cave, Touch Echo is a tactile display device concerned with capturing the signal generated during free-hand touch interactions and applying signal processing (e.g. delay, gain amplification, filtering, etc.) to said signals before returning them to the finger; this produces an echo effect. Using tactile echoes, we can expand the possibilities of tactile experience for virtual and augmented reality applications. The specific application being presented is a system of touch signal capture and reproduction, where an organism’s tactile signals which engage users in physical interactions with objects, and allow them to interact with the touch screen and explore the space that composes that virtual application. In this sense, we augment the sensory experience of making art, a practice which is already deeply tactile, acoustic, and visual.

<WEIHAO QIU>
Abstracting Photographs with 2D-3D Conversion and Photorealistic Rendering
Prototype
2nd floor

<KIO GRIFFITH>
algorithm counter
Installation
2nd floor
algorithm counter is a ‘chance operation’ machine formulating various matrices of words and language associations randomly arranged and contextualized by ascending and descending letters in flux. It is a language calculator, a stream of consciousness timer, and an interminable messaging billboard. The concept evolved from an idea of reading time and space by means of communication and translation. Translations are realized as cross-referential intertextualities of the Japanese wakana writing system, which is the stand-in phoneme for the roman alphabet and the actual roman alphabet. This work is also a process of shuffling information to find meaning. In a world of self journalism, in which documentation has become a daily activity of sharing texts and images, the general idea of “reading” has changed. Reinvention and newly invented languages, truncated communication techniques, the relative associations and the reading between the lines, faces, spaces and the air surrounding us - we continue to interrogate our positions.

<DANNY BAZO>
MARKO PELJHAN, KARL YERKES
Somnion
Installation
2nd floor: 2001
Somnion is a robotic and audiovisual installation that provides visitors with the ability to contemplate and experience exoplanetary discoveries, their macro- and microdimensions and the potential for life in our galaxy. At the center of Somnion sits a round glass disc that has been laser etched with an image captured by the Kepler Space Telescope (KST). The image contains hundreds of thousands of stars. A robotic microscope slowly travels the surface of the disc, displaying the microscopic view to visitors using large-scale wall projections. The exact location of the microscope within the starfield is tracked and correlated with luminosity measurements taken by the KST. These measurements, called “light curves,” are converted into sounds that immerse visitors in an ever-changing wash of audio corresponding to the stars they see projected around them.

<MYUNGIN LEE>
Allocation
2nd floor: Allisphere

<KEEHONG YOUN>
Wavefront
Wavefront by Rashing Youn
2nd floor: Allisphere

<TIMOTHY WOOD>
Terrarium
Environment
2nd floor: 2809
Terrarium is an interactive installation where viewers become immersed in a living virtual ecosystem. The ecosystem is a simulated environment consisting of growing trees, shifting earth, flowing wind fields, swirling insects, and other small creatures. Visitors can interact using their bodies where they may become a part of the landscape, as a tree, a rain cloud, the wind, or a swarm of bees.

The ecosystem evolves over time. Everything is connected through resources like water, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen. Plants and animals are born, grow, die, and go through different stages of development and expression both visually and sonically. Time progresses through various seasons, temperature begins to shape the life and the weather. In the absence of water and other resources, life may become sparse and the landscape may begin...
to resemble a desert biome. In the case of abundant resources, the landscape will become lush with abundant plant and animal life. As visitors enter into the space of the world, their bodies are reflected as figures in the virtual world. Where they put their attention and how they move through space begins to affect the environment by shaping plants and animals through movement, or by generating resources to feed creatures in the world, or by becoming forces of nature like wind or weather systems that also shape the behavior of creatures. By being present with the world you change it.

**KEEHONG YOUNG**

Balanced Movement

2nd Floor: 2809

Balanced Movement is a visual experimentation on a stochastic process. Inspired by the work of Iannis Xenakis, it is an attempt at utilizing the dynamic equilibrium of a stochastic system for visual composition. A three by three matrix can constitute a Markov process, with each row of the matrix defining a transition probability from a given state to any of the other three states of the system. A single transition between states is a random process, but given a large number of transition events, a dynamic equilibrium emerges. When visualized, this produces a unique texture with different patterns at different scales. Given the dynamic nature of the system, the textures are constantly moving and changing. But, this occurs on the microscopic level, while the macroscopic behavior of the system retains a singular character, balanced by the hidden governing system.

**KON HYONG KIM, JOE RYAN, JULIEN DAMIN, ANDRES CABRERA, GUSTAVO A. RINCON JR.**

Ethereal 0.9

Installation

2nd Floor: 2809

Ethereal 0.9 is a minor iteration of the artwork that is going to be showcased at ISEA 2019 in Gwangju, South Korea. It is based on the hydrogen-like atom. Ethereal brings the quantum formalism into the material through virtual reality, spatial augmented reality, and material form. The work consists of two windows into the virtual that will control the various visual/sonic quantum forms. Two controllers allow performers to sculpt quantum mechanics in real-time in total synchrony with one another and the virtual environment.

**KON HYONG KIM, STEVE TRETTEL, DENNIS ADDERTON**

Three-Space

2nd Floor: AlloSphere

The geometry of curved three dimensional spaces plays an important in modern geometric topology. However, as the notion of “straight-line" becomes more complex when space itself curves, it becomes difficult to visualize these spaces. Instead, mathematicians typically sacrifice visual accuracy for computational simplicity and work in a highly distorted model of the space.

One of the chief difficulties of learning the mathematics of curved spaces is that they defy our intuition, intuition that was built out of day-to-day experiences in the flat space we live in. If we had access to an immersive, three dimensional environment which accurately modeled the curved space of interest we could retain our intuition and hopefully refocus our mind on the properties and questions relevant to that world.

In Three-Space, we focus on producing perspective correct models of the interior of the two simplest curved three dimensional spaces - the three dimensional sphere and hyperbolic space, using the AlloSphere. Immersive views of the Hopf fibration and the hyperbolic honeycomb are used as a demonstration of the experimental mathematics capability of the AlloSphere as well as showing the beauties of geometries relevant to the geometrization program, which led to the proof of the Poincare Conjecture.

Immersive models for these spaces could not only act as an introduction to the beauties of high dimensional geometry but lead to some novel mathematical work, including the accurate modeling of the intrinsic geometry of the spaces known as Nil, Sol and SL(2,R).

**JUAN MANUEL ESCALANTE**

Icarus

Performance

3rd floor: 1005

Icarus is a 15-minute piece inspired by the physics of flight, using electronic sounds. An array of different digital and analog devices will be used throughout the performance. A modular synthesizer (in the Eurorack format) will be used as the central instrument.

**YOU-JIN KIM, TOBIAS HOLLLER, MATTHIAS KURK**

Spatial Orchestra

Environment

3rd Floor

Spatial Orchestra is a deeply immersive, augmented reality (AR) application for the Magic Leap headset that allows audiences to experience the wonder of an interactive spatial sound piece. Immersers explore a rich diversity of habitats composed of numerous augmented bubbles which consist of music notations. The augmented space becomes transformed into an instrument, where the augmented bubbles the viewer encounters and interacts with generate harmonious and orchestrated sound. All of this is in search of spatial exploration. Altering the spatial another musical instrument providing an interesting way for users to interact with space. This concept of registration and positioning can be expanded to allow the user to create a 3D space specific to that world.

**INTAE HWANG**

Through the Eyes of a Painter

Environment

3rd Floor

Jeong Seon (1676-1759) was one of the most innovative painters in Korean history. His attempts to directly observe nature and capture it in his paintings spawned the so-called “true-view" art movement (gungyeong, 솔직, 진실) that dominated in the late Joseon period (i.e. 1700-1850).

Despite its name, Seon’s style was not only the result of realistic observation but also a considerable shift away from traditional painting subjects.

Seon’s methods for simulating Korean landscapes have been the subject of much debate, but most of the discussion surrounding his work has been evaluating the similarity between the paintings and their subjects. For this reason, Seon’s unique perspective style has yet to be clearly defined. This project presents clear answers about Seon’s extraordinary perspective skill based on computer graphical analysis.
The performance instrument is custom built software that focuses on capturing and manipulating audio loops. The looping audio is shaped to create polyrhythmic sound environments that hold space for the voice to explore freely.